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Abstract 

1 he competition of independent swveyor services mciustry m Indonesia m the future is very 
challenging. This service industry still protected by the government to impose restrictions on the 
activities of foreign independent surveyor services cornpanies to operate in Indonesia. Developing of 
customer loyalty will ensure a long-teim relationship between service providers and customers. This 
study aimed to develop a relationship of customer satisfaction, trust, information sharing, switching 
barriers and relationship bond to ~ustomer loyalty in the professional services of coal independent 
surveyors companies in Indonesia using Relationship Marketing perspective. Testing the hypothesis 
made on the relationship between 5 variables to customer loyalty. Data compiled from 200 
questionnaires completed by corporate decision-makers from 51 exporters and coal trading company 
in Indonesia and analyzed using the Structural Equation Model (SEM). The results of the study show 
that the customer loyalty of coal independent swveyor influenced by satisfaction, trust information 
sh;itring, switching harrier and relationshlp bond. Customer S~ti~factinn anr1 Information Sh~ring also 
affects customer loyalty through trust. All variables has significam effect on customer loyalty v.ith the 
greatest influence on the relationship bond. 
Key words: Customer loyalty, Customer satisfaction, Trust,:information sharing, Switching barriers 
and relationship bonds. · j 
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I. Introduction 

Until now, the government has not opened the pennit for the operation of foreign service 
companies, _especially_ for inspection activities, as listed in the Nega1il"l' lnve.<lment I.isl for foreign 
rompames m Indonesia. However. the government will open rhe "idesr market for foreign surveyor 
companies to operate in Indonesia in the near future. so 1hat insoecrion Sc!r\-ices be ouen to foreil!ners. 
Of course. th.is I?'..l!kes the competition of independent sun·eyo; services market in indonesia \\~!l be 
increased, including coal rommodities inspection services. 

Indonesian coal exports in 2011 increased by 28.98 •·.compared to rhe 2010. from U.S. S 157. 98 
billion to t.:.S. $ 203.6 billion . The increase in exports was highest in the mining sector. which 
increased by 29.72 % . Value of mining exports amounted to L".S. S 34.7 billion, comes from coal 
com1nodities LT.S. S 27.44 billion (Perform:mce P .. eport cf the !\1iniste:- of Trade of !ndor.esiJ, 20 ! l}. 
L1doncsian coal production in the future is cx}X:ctcd to i.::ontinue to ri:;c: until 2025. the use of coal up to 
33 % of total energy sources (Tekmira. 2006). Accordingly. the independent surveyor services for coal 
export commodities will increased. It is very important to understand the view point of customer in 
order to maintain relationships with independent surveyor company. Kilpady (2005 ) stared that the 
adoption of the marketing strategy of relationship marketing (RM) can play a role for the success of 
the business in the fulw·e. TI1e inain proble1i1 as a basis fot" seiiiii£; ihc obja:tive ofihis study i5 re1aied 
rhe increasing of competition in the service indusny anci customer demands of independent surveyor of 
the higher professional services. Maintaining long-tetm relationships with customers in the 
professional services is very difficult. In line with previous srudies on maintaining relationships with 
customers in the B2B context, professional services indusny has complex problems related to the 
relationship between service providers and their clients (service provider - client relationship) in order 
to build long-term relationships. According to flrito l 20t I), outromes of relationship marketing are 
customer loyalty, lifetime value and customer portfolio. This study will be focused on Customer 
Loyalty . This study aims to : 

I. To identify and examine the relationship of customer satisfaction, trust, information sharing. 
switching barrier, and relationship bonds on customer loyalty of professional service company. 

2. To make a recommendations of Relationship Marketing strategy in the long term of the 
professional services indusny, especially inde~endent surveyor services industcy in Indonesia . 

2. Literature Review 
2.1. The Concept of Relationship Marketing (RM) 

. Zeithaml et al. (2009) in(~ book 'S':'"ce Marketing: Integrating Cust?mer Focus Across the 
F;:nn', :;tntcs that rc1atonsh1p markcttng bas;:caHy IS a tnarkctng paradigm shdl from a focus on the 
a..:.quisition/tra.nsa.;tiun to f-x:u~ 01i the rctcntion/rt::liiliVii5hip. Rt:li.t.lion:.hip ~hitkctliii; 1nakc;; custo1ncrs 
as partners and the company must make a long-term co1nrnitrnent to maintain custo1ners v--ith quality, 
service and innovation. Relationship marketing philosophy is to do business and strategic orientation 
focusing maintain and improve relationships with existing customers rather than acquiring new 
customers. This philosophy assumes that a lot of customers and business customers choose the 
continuity of relationship wilh an urganizaiiun on ii1e 1novt: cun:;ianliy provitlcrs to find lhe value. 
Based on this thinking.. Jess expensive than retaining existing customers and attracting nev.· customers 
is a successful marketer who works willi an effective strategy lo maintain customers. 

Many companies understand that long-term competitiveness is highly depend on the condition of 
customer retention. In order to achieve this condition, we need a way how to change the perception of 
the customer to implement bilateral rommunication with the customer to win the trust of customers by 
treatmg customers as partners who can contribute to the creation of value. Marketmg should also be 
involved in company-\vide pre-occupation rather than isolating a specific department. Relationship 
~.Jarketing will be<:ome the dominant paradigm and Transaction Marketing will be abandoned 
(Grooroos, 2004). Guonaris (2005), states that when entering into a professional services marketing 
and especially in the B2B market, still very little empirical documentation. 

Relationship Marketing and sellers-buyers relationship in B2B Professional services industry. 
dominated bv the magnitude of the rapid increase in knowledge representation and economic sectors. 
The scope of professional services ·have the resources to -focus on a narrow area of expertise 
(expertise), gained experience through the \vide range of innovative clients and in the process 
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engangemenr. Based on this reason. that knowiedge and rciarionships become a great resource of 
sustainable competitiveness, professional service providers and clients in need of pO\\"Cf continuously 
to develop the relationship. Knowledge-based relationship can be deepened through mutual trust 
(Bagdoniene and Jakstaite, 2009). Professional services as services v.ith knowledge intensive business 
iDoloreux and Muller, 2007) is designed for institutional clients, most businesses but also for non
p1ulii iusliluliuu3. Jailluhs aut.l Halinc11 (2006) higlilighlcU llic chanu.:lai!)iic!) uf µ1uft::):-tiu11al !lei vice:, 
is to have special knowiedgeiexpert (specialist), ha\ing autonomy in decision-making. atruism, has its 
own settings and have the participation of the client and "ith a high dci,>rcc of customization . As can 
be seen, the main features of professional services is identified and the workings of individual workers 
by 'outlined traits'. Talking about the process of services, it should be noted that for the provision of 
services, the learning process with service providers and clients that have emerged, existing 
ktlO\\lcdgc an<l ricw knU\.\'Jc:Jgc: ..::u1ribincd, fur1f1c<l 1111..I Ji:,:,c1uinativr1 uf this k.t1uwlcJ.gt. Loyalty in 
B2B Services Industry described as repeat purchases, in which it is in the literature caiied as the 
behavioral type of loyalty. loyalty based on this behavior has been dominated until the 1970s. 
However, different approaches is the concept of loyalty by attitude (attitudinal loyalty) that reflects the 
concept of loyalty is actually a true loyalty. Pahnatier et al. (2006) find and suppo11 Reicheld (2003) 
that the Word of Mouth (WO!vl) in fact is the best thing that indicates intense loyalty. Rationally, that 
only custOHtcts who Jll:fvt: a ::,.Uuug ielutionship wiil1 the: scild \\ilii11g lu IU:-t uwu 1cpuiaiiuu fi!ik tu 
provide a referrai (Paimatier e1 ai., 2006). Jn the concept oi contemporary research, psychological 
factors/attitude is emphasized It is asswned that the emotional aspect is only important to the seller as 
the behavior. Attitudinal loyalty represents a higher-order, long-term commihnent from the customer 
to the organization that can not be met simply by customer repeat purchase and this may indicate the 
use of services in the future or the willingness to recommend the company to others (Reichheld. 2003). 
Huwt:vt::f~ it.liiiuWnal Joyahy is nu[ a 1~u1l ofpw·..::ltil!)i11g Ucliavio1. Dity (i969). \Vet::, liu;; fusi iu p1upu::i-c 
the concept of composite loyalty, where ioyaity does not oniy look at the behavioral aspects, but aiso 
the attitude dimension. The main argument is that beha\·ioral loyalty is itself not only to be followed 
by the actual loyalty (Rauyruen and Miller, 2007). For example, a customer would buy not because 
he's constantly loyal to the service providers but because there is no other service provider, in other 
words, the customer has been in a state of 'locked-in'. Meanwhile cognitive loyalty, the same is not 
ini.;011.sblcul because lht t.:LC>Lu111c1 Jue::, uul i.;un::,idt.1 ilutl uil1c:1~ 11iay be: due .~o 11oth.i11g else:. Vv'hih: 
attitudinal ioyalty is used to identify the customers who' buy repeatedly because of his comminnent to 
the service provider is not because of a lack of alternatives, but because of the long-term contract (Lee 
and Belhnan, 2008). Based on the above reference, this study used a combination of behavioral loyalty 
and attitudinal loyalty !or called composite of loyalty concept, so if customers are loyal and committed 
to the behavior of service providers, it becomes natural to think that the service provider will be 
~clcci.c;J ireal (p1·t:ft:rt:uiialiy) clw·iug suppo1tt::d lty ailiiudc. Thi:> 1cseaich approach co1nbined loyalty in 
B2B service business context and comminnent is pan of attitude loyalty. The main purpose of an 
organization is to 1nake the customer enters into a loyal customer (Ndubisi and Chan, 2005). Ndubisi 
(2007), concluded that loyal customers can be created. strengthened and maintained through the 
marketing plan with the goal of building trust, demonstrating a commitment to service, communicating 
with customers at the appointed time, demonstrate a proactive and responsible action as well as 
cffi~itut iu haudli.ng conflicts or problenlS that u ... x.:w. inlc:1e::,i ifl l11c iupji.; ufluyaliy ia1c1C<'t,:,.c g.Hnlualiy. 
but the investigation on the antecedents of customer ioyaity in the context of B2B professional 
services industry is still limited. Therefore, the complex relationship between the construct (loyalty 
and its antecedent) is still not widely understood in the B2B relationship (lam el al., 2004). 

2.2. Hypothesis Development 
Conceptual ivio<lel Con1pany-Custon1t:1 Relationship are propuscu u1 lhis slu<ly wa~ Uuiit 

primarily by the development of the concept of trust in relationship marketing (Berry, i\183 ). The 
formulation of conceptual framework is relations on influencing factors of customer loyalty on B2B 
Services Industry, especially professional seivices providers are as follows : 

2.3. Customer Satisfaction 
Reieni.iou si.raiq;y wiH nol be :)U(;Ct;:::;::iful fo1 tht lung lc11H if the tu1upa.uy does nul ha\.·t a !llroug 

base of customer satisfaction and customer satisfaction will build by the quality oi services. Aii 
retention strategy is built on the assumptiou of quality competitiveness and th< value it proposes. Thus 
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it 1s ciear that companies need to start the process of deveiop1ng reiatlonships "ith presenllng a good 
core service delivery, the minimum can meet customer expectations (Zeithaml e1 al., 2009). Zeithaml 
e1 al. (2009) hereinafter called the third is satisfaction. perceived senice quality and perceived value as 
a Core Service Provision which is a key factor in building strong customer relationships or customer 
loyalty. Rauyruen el al. (2007), states that customer loyalty is not only a commitment, but it is also 
influenced by the quality of service, satisfaction and trust and he descnbes as the quality of the 
relationship (relationship quality). Hsu (2010) and Casalo el al. (2011) in their respective research 
proves that in the service industry. trust is influenced by customer satisfaction. Gounaris (2005), 
proves that trust is affected by the quality of the services. Based on the above reference. the hypothesis 
arranged as follows: 

HI : Customer Satisfaction has a Positive effect on Customer Lovaltv 
H2 · ('ustomer S::i;ti<;factinn hil" ~ Posiri\'e effect on Tru!=1t . · 

2.4. Trust 
Confidence (confidence ) in the form of the exchange partner 's reliability , credibility . integrity 

and benevolence, generating trust ( Morgan and Hunt. 1994). Trust is the foundation of business 
re!:?tions!"ijps (business rel2ticnship) , it is positive and has the pc•.,•er to stimulate the ch.:?nne! 
relationships ; indicated by the ini.:rcasc in long-term orientation (long-tcrn1 ori.:ntation) and affect 
relationship commitment (Ganesan. 1994; Ryua e1 al .. 2007). Several empirical studies have found a 
positive relationship between trust and commitment that has been measured with a global construct 
(Moorman et al., 1992; Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Goodman and Dion, 2001; Peny el a'('.;2002; Friman 
d al., 2002; Rodriguez and Dion, 2002; Tellefsen and Thomas, 2005). Given the number of conceprual 
Ji1nensions of conullii.11i..:lil, then in the: context of iiiarkcting rcstar\..h llii.s. proven that We affective: 
dimension of commitment is influenced by beliefs. Confidence determines the company's focus on 
positive motivation to persist in feeling connected conjunction because (feeling of connectedness). 
Under the terms above, the next hypothesis is fonnulated for the relationship between tmst and loyalty 
as follows: 

Hj: Trust has a positive effect on Customer Loyaity 

2.5. Information Sharing 
The exchange of information is a form of communication between the service provider and its 

customers that the exchange process (sharing) of information thar is useful at a particular time is done 
either formally or informally between sellers and buyers: Ndubisi (2007) stated that the 
communication in the relationship marketing refers to the maintenance of contact with customers. 
setting up reliable information at a specific time and proactively communicate in the event of 
problems. Morgant and Hunt (1994) proved that affect of communication on confide•1ce (trust). 
Empirically, communication is a determinant of relationship marketing output and focus of 
relationship marketing is customer loyalty. The more extensive and in between the seller and the buyer 
establish communication. the stronger the relationship occurs. Sohail (2012) in placing his framework 
of conceptual communication affects loyalty. Based on the above matters, then compiled the following 
hypothesis: 

H4 : Information Sharing positive effect on Trust 
HS : Information Sharing positive effect on Customer Loyalty 

2.6. s-..;tching Barriers 
\Vhen considering S\\ritching service providers= customers are dealing \\rith a nun1ber of barriers 

that make it dil'ficult to leave the service provider to use and start a relationship with any other 
provider. The literature suggests that inhibitors to switch (sv.itching baniers) influence customer 
decisions to get out of the relationship with the company and therefore help facilitate customer 
reit;ntion and influence custon1er ioyaity (Zeit1uuni ei ai., 2009). Based on the abo\rt: refert:nce, Ute 
hypothesis arranged as foilo"s: 
H6: Switching Bruriers positive effect on Customer Loyalty 
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2. 7. Relationship Bonds 
Before the trust is developed, there must be some assurance. The efficient techniques to build 

tru~ is to reduce the uncertainty of the output over a relationship, because it is a process through 
which the purchaser (buyer) and service providers to build relationships for the benefit of both parties 
(Cross .00 Smith, 19%). Writers in the field of relationship bouds distinguish between two broad 
categorization of boud that is structural bonding and social bonding (Wilson and Mummalaneni. 
1986). Structural bonding describes the relationship at the level of the firm, jf it breaks down, they are 
large enough to pay for the responsible party (Moller and Wilson, 1995). Social bonding. on the other 
hand are inevitable by-products on any exchange business (Wilson, 1995). Social bonding including 
the feeling of likeness, acceptance, friendship, social activities, and others. Structu.'lli and sociai bonds 
based on empirical studies have demonstrated the success of a relationship (Wilson et al. 1995). &sed 
on the above reference, the next hypothesis arranged as follows: 

H7 : Relationship Bonds positive effect on Customer Loyalty 

The conceptual framework for this study are as follow on Figure I. 
. ------- ·---

) 

3.Methods 

/ 
.. ~::r- ... ,,t•?l 

1.r.a:-~ 

. ,. 

3.1. Location and Time of Research 

Cuu.o:n:r 
L.'.1;.-l!;: . 

The research was conducted on exporting companies/coal mining and coal trading companies 
(traders) as an independent quality and quantity surveyor users in Indonesia. The collection of data 
from respondents conducted in April until August 2013. 

3.2. Data Collection Method 
This study categorized as quantitative research conducted by a review of the literature and used 

the concept of empirical research. Work plan and process research compiled systematically, starting 
from literature and industry review, interviews of respondent and ends with the formulation of the 
research results. 

3.3. Methods of Sampling 
Total Population and Sample of tl1e population in this study is a coal mining company as well as 

producers-exporters who are members of the Indonesian Coal Mining Association (ICMA) and non 
!CMA-member (exporters and nasionally or internationally traders). The umt of analysis is each of the 
selected companies and the measurement is represented by the use of decision makers in the company. 
Sample of respondents interviewed are any companies from 51 companies. Criteria of respondent is 
head of the company and/or the management-level or person in charge of influence the pm:cbase 
decision to use independent surveyor in each company. 
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3.4. Sampling Techniques and Methods of Measurement 
Sampling was conducted using purposive sampling. This technique is chosen ace-0rding to the 

purpose of the study that the respondents requiring a decision makers on a particular company that 
represents a group of coal companies service user survey. Data were collected through questionnaires 
to the respondents predetermined targets. 

3.~. Pmces.•ing Data and Data Analysis 
The analysis methods used include Descriptive Statistics and, modeling with the Sb11ctural 

Equation Model (SEM) analysis to validate the model has been develt'P. SEM analysis aims to test the 
statistical modei and in the form of causai modeis. SEM analysis is ait1illaiysis based on Confirmatory 
Factor Analysis (CF A). The software used in the SEM analysis is LIS REL 8.5.1 

3.6. Type and Interpersonal Variables 
Variable type is composed of the independent variable is the variable tlmt explains or influences 

other variables (exogenous variables with the indicator 'x') and the dependent variable, ie the variable 
tbat explained or influenced by the independent variable, but it can also be variables that affect 
(independent) in equation another (also called endogenous variables with the indicators 'y'). These 
variables., either exogenous or endogenou; latent variables measured by the number of que;aions in 
which each question is made in· accordance with the indicamrs given the response by using a Liken 
scale between l to.5 scale. where !=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree. Diagrain ofa cross and 
the hypothesis to be tested that describes the relationship between these variables is as Figure 2 . 

4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Profile of Respondents 

Cu~tom~ 

Loyaltv 

~ 
::..--~ 
·~ 

"'G:::J 

The study involved 93 respondents representing 51 companies (user of independent surveyor 
services company which each respondent to fill I to 3 questionnaire according to the number of 
independent surveyors (providers) who used the companies. In total number of questionnaires filled 
ot.rt a questiofl..P..aire respondents was 200. These companies are ell compa.'lies that use the services of 
an independent smveyor for coal export consists of 43 companies (88.2 %) exporter producer (as well 
as miners and exporters) and 8 companies (11.8%) of traders (coal buyers and at the same as 
exporters). The 42 companies are e.xporters-producers, tend to experience an increase in producrion 
from year to year. Proportion of exports in 20 I 0 was 84.57% while 15.43% for domestic nll!Tket, then 
in 2011 the proportion of exports was 78.83% and 21.17% for domestic nll!rket, v;hereas in 2012 the 
proportion vf c-.... p01 ..... t5 a.Llounted to 73.10'}~ and 26.99 ~~domestic rnar"r:et. It shvw-s the export nlarkct 
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continues to have a large portion of that is in the tq:> 70 % and so require the services of a surveyor for 
eiqJort . 

4.2. Market Structure of Coal Independent Surveyor Industry 
The market structure is characteristic orgiinization of market of coal independent surveyor 

StrV!Ces industry in Indonesia wluch aftect the nature of competition and the selecuon of an 
independent surveyor s=;ces company by its sen;ce users. The appointment of surveyors mlL<t be 
based on the performance of services of indepencknt surveyor services company consisting of a 
variety of factors. Table I shows the independent surveyor service company used by the cxponer
producers company (miner and exporrerj and exponer-rraders rumpany \buyers and exporters) based 
on data from 200 questionnaires filled represent the 51 companies. 

Table-I. List of SUIYevors used btthe ResEondent 

Surveyor EkspOrtir ~odus.;) E~ni~Trader Total 

Ind end en (Jumieh <}()·---/ fwill ~~ ( Juml ~~ 

' I'l·. Sucofindo I!!_/ 48.50 33.33 92 46.00 

Geoservices 53 31.74 8 24.24 61 30.50 

Carsurin 17 10.18 0 17 8.50 

IOL Indonesia 16 9.58 9 27.27 25 12.50 

SCCl 0 I 3.03 1 0.50 

CCIC 0 2 6.06 2 1.00 

SGS 0 3.03 0.50 

Cotecna 0 3.03 0.50 

Total 167 100.00 33 100.00 200 100.00 

Services of an independent surveyor considered by users there are 4 independent surveyor 
services company !hat bo::ame tl1e waiu option used by ·exporters and u·ade.rs of coa.l lhai i> Sucufiudo 
(46 %), Geoservices (30.50 %), !OL Indonesia (12.50 %) and Carsurin (8.50 %) or the percentage of 
surveyors to 4 is 97.500/o. Based on the results of the identification by the market of independent 
surveyor services industry, shows that market competition of the independent surveyor services 
company is perfectly competitive market (monopsoni market approach) to characterize the number of 
independent surveyor services company in the field of inspection and testing of coal where the user are 
free to choose Ute surveying services company whicli an: used. All the i11depende11t surveyor "'rvices 
companies compete for market share in perfectly in the coal independent surveyor service industry in 
Indonesian. 

4.3. Data Analysis Research 
Based on the research stage, initial stage is to conduct an analysis of each sub-model of 

Relationship Marketing (Latent Variable Modeling) to test the reliability of the measurement model in 
order to know the capabilities of each indicator in explaining the latent variable (Latent Variable). 
Latent variable is a variable that can not be measured directly (unobserveable). Measurement of 
reliability and validity of SoJlS!mCHn-t~ case is used to determine whether a set of indicators can 
explain the latent variabl(."Hair et al. (2096) found that a construct is said to reliably when the value of 
the construct reliability (~!!:\lct.Relrnbitity, CR) is not less than 0. 7, or the value of the-.;oostruct 
validity (Construct Validity. CV) not less than 0.5. Meanwhile, J~eskog and Sorborn (J.996), more 
simply gives the requirement that the value of the indicator variable cOefficient (lambda}" standardized 
the minimum value is 0.5. Lisrel software can help explain the results of testing the reliability and 
validity construct for each sub'-model of Relationship Marketing in this study as Table 2. 
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Table-2. Latent Variabls Indicator Variables and Results of Test Reliabili~ and Va!idi~ 
N Latent Indicator Variabel Co Lamb ~T Reference 
0. Variables de , ·da CR VE 

Customer Service F earures y4 r 0,78 0,39 /0 Zeithaml et al. 
I. Satisfactio Customer y5 ' ' (2009) 

0 Emotion 
'a;-os--o,54 0 

0.77 0.52 
Perception of "" , . 

U,71 U,5U u 
2. Trust Credibility y7 0,72 0,49 Wong & Sohal 

lntegri!}'. ;t8 0,74 0,46 \2002); Morgan 
0,83 0,46 & Html (1994); 

BeneYolence y9 n << .... , .... v 0.56 !v1ccrman et 2!. 
'1992) 

3. lnforniatio Informal sharin~ xl8 0,50 0,75 10,53 Morgan & Hunt 
n Sharing Meaningful xl9 

1,00 0,01 11,28 
(1994); 

Information 0,26 0, 12 Pabnatier et al 
Timely x20 

0,51 0.7-1 10,85 
(2006); Sohail 

Information (2012) 

!\ Latent Indicator V ariabls Co Lamb Erro 
T CR VE 

Reference 
0. Variables de da r 
4. Switching Switching Cost x21 0,28 0,92 5,69 Gronroos (2000); 

Barrier Le!!al Bond x22 0,66 0.57 9,26 Zeithaml et al. 
Technological 

x23 0,86 0,26 9,84 
(2009) 

Bond 0.66 0.31 
Geographical 

x24 0,37 0,87 
12,4 

Bond 9 
Time Bond x25 0,45 0,87 9,48 
Legal Bond x22 ... 0,66 0,57 9~26 Berri (1995); 

5. Relationshi T echnologica! 
x23 0,86 0,26 9,84 

( 0,23 Gronroos (2000); 
p Bond Bond ,~- Zeithamls et al. 

Geographical 
x24 0,37 0,87 

12,4 (2009) 
Bond 9 0,23 
Time Bond x25 0,45 0,87 9,48 
Economic/Financi 

x26 0,30 0,91 0,47 
al Bond 

6. Customer Recomendation ylO 
1,20 0,30 

0.70 0.43 Sharma & 
Loyalty 0,43 Patterson (1999); 

Partnershie yl l 0,64 0,59 0,30 Palaima & 
Client vl2 0.52 0,73 0.30 Auruskeviciene 

Sh£22er l'.13 0,15 0,98 0.14 (2007) 

11ie results of the analysis of the measurement model to construct six latent variables indicate 
that the statements that describe the indicators of the latent variables can explain. The results of this 
a.i'lnlys:s demonstrate that all are important as a base to see the picture of t.i1te Intent va.--iable coefficient 
tnaguilu<lc <lilTercul. 

4.4. Structural Model of Relationship Marketing 
Based on the structural models that have been proposed in the framework to determine the value 

of the coefficients of the model or the contribution of each exogenous latent variables on endogenous 
iatent variabies, coefficient estimation is done by using rnie Unweigted Least $quare (ULS). The 
results of the test along with the co¢icient est(mates can be seen in Figure 3. TI1is hypothesis was 
tested using two test statistic (?oteskog, 1998), )"e Chi-square statistic (X2) and RMSEA. Ho is 
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accepted if the P-Value (x2 test) greater than 0.05 or RMSEA value of less than 0:08. The test results 
in this study resulted in the value of P-Value=0.00575 and RMSEA=-0.051, which means the overall 
empirical model can be accepted even if P-Value <0.05 was yel RMSEA value< 0:08. Meanwhile, to 
show the significance of the relationship between latent variables. T-Value as shown in Figure 4 . 

\ 

Figure-3. Structural Equation Model of Relationship Marketing 
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Chi·Square=417. l5, df=347, P-valucr0.00575, RMSEA=tl.051 

Based on the results of SEM analysis as illustrated in Figure 3 and 4 above, can be explained as 
follows: 

I. Customer Loyalty sequentially influenced by customer satisfaction and relationship bond with 
the same effect, and then trust, information sharing and switching barrier. Customer 
satisfaction in this case is the preparation of service features, service types and atnibutes are 
provided by the independent swveyor company considering customer satisfaction surveyor 
used the seniices on the terms of the measured overall customer perception of the service. 
Based on this research, sharing information is often key customers and service providers to 
exchange useful information (meaningful information), the time needed (timely information) 
and informally, in addition to the formal (informal sharing). \\'bile switching barriers in this 
case is bonding technology available and meet customer requirements (technological bond) 
and the fulfillment of the legal aspects (legal aspect), such as the absence of a clear contract 
between the company and its customer survey services (legal bond) . 

2. Creation of structural bonding (structural bond) consistently by providing systems that make it 
easier for customers to get in touch, either for basic services crate quality inspection and 
testing activities as well as ancillary services such as consulting. ease of access to surveyors 
and training for customers. Jn addition to struchrral bonding bonding is also necessary 
economic (financial bond)' especially for the aspect of coal surveyor service user like time 
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saving when compared with purely business considerations or special priciog given. So the 
bonding that occws between the customer and the service provider is able to strengthen the 
relationship between customer and surveyor service companies. Preferred customer 
relationship is a relationship that is based on knowledge and experience possessed by the firm 
of surveyors (Knowledge Bond) . 

3. Customer Satisfaction and Information Sharing also affect the customer loyalty through the 
trust. Customer Trust in this study is the confidence of customers towards independence 
surveyor in providing services correctly (Integrity). 

5.Conclusion 

Customer Satisfactiotl Trt1st, Information Sharfrtg. S\vitching Barrier and P~e!aticnship Bend 
influenci: the Customer Loyaltj on the professional services of independent sur·leyors. Cil.5tomcr 
Satisfaction and Information Sharing also affects customer loyalty through the trust. All variables has 
significant effect on customer loyalty \\1th the greatest influence on the relationship bond. 
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